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Food and Non-food Discounters -
UK

“Overall the discount sector remains one of UK retail’s
key growth areas. However, it is increasingly becoming a
tale of two sides. The food discounters continue to put
on exceptional growth, helped by store openings and the
success of newer ranges such as premium. On the non-
food side growth continues ...

Coffee - UK

“Coffee drinking is ingrained among Brits, with usage
on-par with the quintessentially British tea. However, a
plateauing in pod machine ownership has put the brakes
on coffee pods’ growth and slowed the overall volume
performance. Reusable pods could polish the green
credentials of pod machines and appeal to those put ...

Dark Spirits and Liqueurs - UK

“Friend/family recommendations and tasting sessions
stand out as key means to drive dark spirits trial.
Companies can incentivise recommendations through
rewards such as discount vouchers and marketing
messages themed around knowledge sharing.
Meanwhile sampling initiatives would help to overcome
the barrier of spirits’ high price discouraging
experimentation among risk-averse ...

The Leisure Outlook - Quarterly
Update - UK

“Consumers are reprioritising their leisure spending
towards sharing experiences and habitual leisure
activities, including frequent visits to pubs for drinks,
working out in a gym and buying takeaways. Meanwhile,
England’s success in the FIFA World Cup combined
with the recent heatwave has helped boost the UK
leisure economy.”

– ...

Consumers and the Economic
Outlook - Quarterly Update - UK

“Consumers continue to worry about the impact Brexit
will have on the UK economy. But people are still
focussing much more on their own financial situations,
which are currently in a pretty healthy state. The base
rate rise will make it harder for some, but the general
outlook is positive ...

Attitudes towards Craft Alcoholic
Drinks - UK

“Where craft brands enjoy a decided advantage over
standard ones is the positive emotions they spark among
users. Underpinning this is a perception of craft brands
as supporting their local economy. Marketing messages
presenting their company as part of a wider community
would help craft producers to leverage this perception ...

Tea and Other Hot Drinks - UK

“While Britons continue to live up to their reputation of
being a nation of tea drinkers, volume sales for ordinary
teabags, which dominate the market, are down, the
competition from coffee and soft drinks eroding sales.
While ordinary teabags remain their core offering,
operators are developing their mix of products ...

Drink - UK
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